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The Importance of Survey Instability

• Instability: 15-30% give different answers to the same nontrivial
binary question (with no material changes & no memory)

• Open question for ¾ of a century (Lazarsfeld, 1948)
• Substantive implications

• American politics: Nonattitudes v. measurement error
• Other fields:

Religiosity, immigration attitudes, time
discounting in health behavior, emotions, future-oriented
behavior, consumer preferences, musical preferences, etc., etc.

• Methodological Implications for any survey data analysis

• Surveys’ massive footprint:

half of quantitative political science;
large fraction of social sciences, health, marketing, etc.; center
of a multi-billion dollar industry

• Understanding instability

; survey DGP ; all survey
statistical analysis methods
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Sources of Instability: The Literature

• Variation in preferences (nonattitudes)

• Stability in issue question averages (Ansolabehere et al 2008)
• Persuasion attempts fail (candidates, dictators, marketers):

“epistemic vigilance,” “psychological immune systems,” “status
quo bias,” “belief perseverance,” confirmation or “myside” bias,
and self-consistency instincts

• ; Preferences rarely change without a reason

• Variation in choices, given preferences (measurement error)

• Vast improvements in surveys ; no instability reduction

• 75 years of published estimates: No trend
• 1948 Elimra Study: [11, 33]% (like today)

• Zaller and Feldman (1992): This source is “underspecified at its
theoretical core. When, as all estimates agree, measurement
‘error’ typically constitutes one-half or more of the variance of
typical attitude items, one naturally wonders what exactly this
‘error’ consists of and how it has been generated. Yet we
presently know so little about these questions that the term
remains essentially an alternative name for ‘unexplained
variance’.”
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• Vast improvements in surveys ; no instability reduction
• 75 years of published estimates: No trend

• 1948 Elimra Study: [11, 33]% (like today)
• Zaller and Feldman (1992): This source is “underspecified at its

theoretical core. When, as all estimates agree, measurement
‘error’ typically constitutes one-half or more of the variance of
typical attitude items, one naturally wonders what exactly this
‘error’ consists of and how it has been generated. Yet we
presently know so little about these questions that the term
remains essentially an alternative name for ‘unexplained
variance’.”
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Two Types of Measurement Error

• Distinction in other fields: Instrument error v. subject error

• social science methods: estimation v. fundamental uncertainty
• fMRI studies: thermal error v. physiological error
• biology, medicine: technical variability v. biological variability
• soft matter physics: tracking error v. thermal noise
• psychometrics: measurement error v. individual differences

• The distinction for measurement error in surveys

• Survey instrument error

• Most literature: e.g., question wording, priming, semantics, DIF,
mode, interviewer effects, translation, etc.

• Reduces bias but in both questions ; little instability effect

• Respondent variability

• ≫ Survey Instrument error
• Rarely discussed, & only w.r.t. preference variability
• Humans have this inherent randomness
• We will now:

use it for the DGP; and trace its source.
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Binary Survey Response Model (1 person, time 𝑡 = 1, 2)

• Preferences (unobserved)

𝜌𝑡 = {1 w.p. 𝜏𝑡
0 w.p. 1 − 𝜏𝑡

• Choices (observation mechanism)

𝐶𝑡 = {𝜌𝑡 if 𝜋𝑡 > 0.5
1 − 𝜌𝑡 if 𝜋𝑡 ≤ 0.5 (rational)

or

𝐶𝑡 = {𝜌𝑡 w.p. 𝜋𝑡
1 − 𝜌𝑡 w.p. 1 − 𝜋𝑡

(empirical)

• Covariates

• for substance: 𝜏𝑡 ≡ 𝜏𝑡(𝑋𝑡)• for survey bias: 𝜋𝑡 ≡ 𝜋𝑡(𝑍𝑡)

• Instability: 𝐶1 ≠ 𝐶2, with “assumptions”:

• no material changes: 𝜏1 = 𝜏2

⟹ 𝑋1 = 𝑋2

• no memory: 𝐶1 ⟂⟂ 𝐶2 ∣ 𝜏1 = 𝜏2
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0 w.p. 1 − 𝜏𝑡

• Choices (observation mechanism)
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(empirical)

• Covariates
• for substance: 𝜏𝑡 ≡ 𝜏𝑡(𝑋𝑡)• for survey bias: 𝜋𝑡 ≡ 𝜋𝑡(𝑍𝑡)• Instability: 𝐶1 ≠ 𝐶2, with “assumptions”:
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Special case 1: Rational Choice

• Preferences

𝜌𝑡 = {1 w.p. 𝜏𝑡
0 w.p. 1 − 𝜏𝑡

𝜏𝑡 ∈ {0, 1} ; 𝜌𝑡 is fixed

• Choices

𝐶𝑡 = {𝜌𝑡 if 𝜋𝑡 > 0.5
1 − 𝜌𝑡 if 𝜋𝑡 ≤ 0.5 (rational)

𝜋𝑡 is known to respondent

• No instability (unless 𝜋1 ≠ 𝜋2), but an important baseline
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Special case 2: Probability matching

• Preferences

𝜌𝑡 = {1 w.p. 𝜏𝑡
0 w.p. 1 − 𝜏𝑡

𝜏𝑡 ∈ {0, 1} ; 𝜌𝑡 is fixed

• Choices

𝐶𝑡 = {𝜌𝑡 w.p. 𝜋𝑡
1 − 𝜌𝑡 w.p. 1 − 𝜋𝑡

(empirical)

𝜋𝑡 is known to respondent

• Differences from Rational Choice

• Empirical, not rational, observation mechanism
• “Irrational”: less likely to get your preference
• Strong supporting evidence: In humans, ants, bees, fish,

pigeons, primates
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Special case 3: Swapping error (most plausible)

• Preferences

𝜌𝑡 = {1 w.p. 𝜏𝑡
0 w.p. 1 − 𝜏𝑡

𝜏𝑡 ∈ {0, 1} ; 𝜌𝑡 is fixed

• Choices

𝐶𝑡 = {𝜌𝑡 w.p. 𝜋𝑡
1 − 𝜌𝑡 w.p. 1 − 𝜋𝑡

(empirical)

𝜋𝑡 is unknown to respondent

• Differences from Probability Matching

• 𝜋𝑡 unknown
• Observationally equivalent
• Same strong empirical evidence
• Consistent with rationality
• (Respondent variability generated at choice level)
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Special case 4: Random Utility

• Preferences

𝜌𝑡 = {1 w.p. 𝜏𝑡
0 w.p. 1 − 𝜏𝑡

𝜏𝑡 ∈ (0, 1) ; 𝜌𝑡 is random

• Choices

𝐶𝑡 = 𝜌𝑡 (rational with 𝜋 = 1)

• Differences from previous models

• Preferences: Random (contrary to the evidence)
• Survey response mistakes: None (implausible)
• Stochastic rationality: Variable preferences & rational choices ≡

Fixed preferences & irrational choices
• Math’l justification for discrete choice models (logit, probit)
• Mathematical convenience ⇏ empirical validity
• (Wrong, but not terrible if effects ≫ respondent variability)
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(Figure: Bauer et al., 2020)
Humans are not “attention control machines”
Multiple connected networks, released from outside attention; random mind wandering
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• “no material changes” & “no memory” assumptions conflict
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attrition ; more assumptions
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A Binary Choice Conjoint Question
(Ono and Burden, 2018)

Please carefully review the two potential candidates running for election
to the U.S. House of Representatives, detailed below.

Candidate 0 Candidate 1
Race/Ethnicity Hispanic Asian American
Age 52 60
Favorability rating among the pub-
lic

70% 34%

Position on immigrants Favors giving citizenship or guest
worker status to undocumented
immigrants

Opposes giving citizenship or guest
worker status to undocumented
immigrants

Party affiliation Republican Party Democratic Party
Position on abortion Abortion is not a private matter

(pro-life)
Abortion is a private matter (pro-
choice)

Position on government deficit Wants to reduce the deficit through
tax increase

Wants to reduce the deficit through
tax increase

Salient personal characteristics Really cares about people like you Really cares about people like you
Position on national security Wants to cut military budget and

keep the U.S. out of war
Wants to maintain strong defense
and increase U.S. influence

Gender Female Female
Policy area of expertise Education Foreign policy
Family Single (divorced) Married (no child)
Experience in public office 12 years 4 years

If you had to choose between them, which of these candidates would you
vote to be a member of the U.S. House of Representatives?
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• Design: 2 binary conjoints (8 attributes) asked moments apart:
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q3, Q5, Q1

• Easy: “no material changes”
• Surprisingly: evidence supports “no memory” too

• 9,400 respondents didn’t notice the repeat
• open-ended questions; none mentioned
• we asked directly: no difference in correct recall based on

claimed memory
• No difference for: Burn-ins, attention checks, distractors
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Concluding Remarks

• Explaining survey instability

• Source: respondent variability (not preference changes or
instrument error)

• Causes of this effect:

time-on-task ;mind wandering ;

“Default mode network(s)” ;evolutionary optimization

• Formalization: swapping error DGP

• Substantive implications

• , & similarly in other fields

• Humans:

stable preferences, unstable survey responses

• Methodological implications

• Means: biased toward 0.5
• Causal effects: biased toward 0
• Other QOIs: biased in other ways
• All survey estimators: account for the DGP, or correct the bias

• To come: alternative measurement methods

Slides, data, paper (to come) GaryKing.org
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